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ANOTHER HAMBURG ATTACK

All the crews in last night's heavy attack on Hamburg mentioned

the clouds of smoke which hung ever the target.

"I saw a large yellow coloured fire in the centre of the dock area,”

a pilot said, "It slowly turned to orange, and then black smoke began to pour

out. In about 20 minutes there was a dense carpet of smoke over the town. It

was so thick that at times we could harly see the fire underneath, but when I

left, right at the end of the attack, the fires were blazing away and I saw the

rod glow under the smoke after we had left the enemy coast some way behind, ”

It was a very dark night, but there were no clouds ever the target, Crews

saw the river Elbe and the docks quite plainly.

Many four thousand-pounders and tens of thousands of incendiaries were

dropped.

Lancasters, Halifaxes and Stirlings, as well as a number of Wellington

squadrons, were in the attack.

flak over Hamburg was not as intense as usual, but searchlights were numerous

and active.

A pilot described how, as he approached Hamburg at the beginning of the raid,
he saw tw huge searchlight cones each composed of something like 80 beams. Light
flak was being shot into the cones.

As soon as bombing began the two-cones were joined into one. Then the light
flak seemed to die away and heavy flak took its place. As the raid went on about

a third of the searchlights went out, but the barrage remained fairly continuous,

had

Some pilots who had/axporience of much heavier flak over Hamburg considered

that the enemy was relying more on night fighters, A Lancaster pilot sighted five

during his journey.

A Wellington with a Polish crew fought off two Junkers 88s and drove one of

them down with smoke pouring from it. A Halifax rear-gunner sent a Me, 110 diving

headlong away, and after a few seconds he saw an explosion and then the glow of a

fire where the fighter might have hit the ground.

The pilot of another Halifax managed by skilful evasive action to out“ •

manoeuvre three enemy fighters in quick succession - a Junkers 88 and two Me,ll0s,


